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This AI PDF Editor & Reader is both easy to use and powerful, enabling you to effortlessly read, annotate, and sign your PDF documents.

KEY FEATURES
NEW!  AI-Powered PDF
AI Translate PDF:  Allows you to translate your PDF content into other languages you like.
AI Proofread PDF:  Proofread your PDF content and correct errors in grammar, spelling, word choice, etc. and enhance accuracy of PDF content.
AI Summarize PDF:  Summarize PDFs into key points, generate abstract, and extract keywords.
Chat with PDF:  Comprehend PDF files and enhance your PDF learning experience.

AI Robot
â€¢ Chat with AI Robot that can answer any question you may have.
â€¢ AI Robot helps you generate content as required, proofread your content, and correct errors in grammar, spelling, word choice, etc..
â€¢ AI Robot allows you to translate your content into other languages you like.

Create Blank PDFs
â€¢ Custom Blank Templates: blank paper, lined paper, grid paper, dotted paper, graph paper, music paper.
â€¢ Customize your PDF documents with landscape or portrait orientation in A3-A5, B5, letter, or legal sizes.

Highlight and Annotate PDFs
â€¢ PDFelement offers a variety of useful annotation tools, including highlighting, underlining, strikethrough, and squiggly line options. 
â€¢ You can also use the pencil and mark functions to create your own notes.
â€¢ An eraser tool is available to remove partial or whole annotations.
â€¢ Sticky notes allow you to jot down ideas with the option to change note colors. 
â€¢ You can add shapes like rectangles, circles, lines, and arrows with customizable settings for color, border thickness, and opacity to emphasize important sentences.

Liquid Mode
â€¢ The PDF file will seamlessly adapt to your phone screen size, ensuring an optimal reading experience for smaller displays. 
â€¢ Get the best PDF reading experience with Liquid Mode, PDFs readjust to fit your screen.
â€¢ Rest assured, the document's content remains unchanged.
â€¢ You can also customize the font size, color, background, and orientation to suit your preferences.

PDF Viewer
â€¢ Thumbnails and a table of contents make it easy to quickly navigate to the desired content. 
â€¢ Keyword search functionality enables easy access to relevant pages. 
â€¢ Document Cloud offers multiple sharing options, including links and file formats. 

Phone Library
â€¢ Exclusive to Android users.
â€¢ Enjoy free access to 100 of the most popular original English books available now.

Epub Reader
â€¢ Your android device is now equipped to serve as an Epub reader with support for opening Epub e-books.
â€¢ Additionally, you can customize the font size, color, and background settings to suit your preferences.

Edit PDF like Word
â€¢ Modify, delete, copy, and change the original text's color.
â€¢ Add text, images, and shapes to PDFs.

Merge and Combine Pdfs
â€¢ By merging multiple PDFs with just a few clicks to enjoy a high-rated reading experience.
â€¢ Rearrange disorganized PDF pages just the way you like using your finger.

Sign and Secure Documents
â€¢ Allow for both handwritten signatures and stamped signatures to be supported.
â€¢ Sign and secure your contracts on the go.

WORDS FROM THE DEVELOPER:
In order to create a better user experience, now we have valuable Premium plans, including Monthly, Yearly and Perpetual options. If you donâ€™t update to Premium plans, you can continue using PDFelement for free with fewer features.

We appreciate the feedback from you, as it not only allows us to see the value of our work, but also motivates us to solve problems. 
Email: customer_service@wondershare.com
Support Center: http://support.wondershare.com
Updated on
06 Mar 2024
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Safety starts with understanding how developers collect and share your data. Data privacy and security practices may vary based on your use, region and age The developer provided this information and may update it over time.This app may share these data types with third partiesLocation and Device or other IDs


This app may collect these data typesLocation, Personal info and 4 others


Data is encrypted in transit

You can request that data be deleted


See details
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12 November 2023
Excellent and cost effective alternative to Adobe. Lots of improvements over the past couple of years. My only beef is that the version type is updated so often that buying a "perpetual" license is almost meaningless - you pretty much have to upgrade to the latest version yearly or more just to have access to all the features. Smaller incremental updates to stretch the effective usefulness of each version to at least a few years would make it a far greater value.
41 people found this review helpful
Did you find this helpful?

Yes


No
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25 August 2023
One of the best PDF editors out there, been using since 2020. However, I'm starting to see ads on the Android app, looks like it was a new decision by the company. As a subscriber, this is unacceptable. Stop being so greedy that it affects the user experience. Update: lowered it one star. Mobile has a separate subscription now. When I signed up for the Windows plan, mobile app was supposed to be included. Then they added ads to the app, and now a separate subscription. No thank you.
82 people found this review helpful
Did you find this helpful?

Yes


No
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14 May 2020
Hands down the most intuitive pdf editor. The ease of and clarity of all the available options are totally unparalleled to it's competitors who charge a ton more for a much less options. When i initially began looking for a premium pdf editor , i was confused and preplexed with all the apps and software that offer unnecessary clutter , it took a while to stumble across this one. I'm glad i finally found it. I'm able to edit all pdfs' flawlessly. Beautiful UI. Friendly support. Keep up the good
89 people found this review helpful
Did you find this helpful?

Yes


No
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What's new


Enable image manipulation (add, extract, replace).
Improve new user onboarding and login experience.
Optimize user rights details in the user centre.
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Xodo PDF Reader & Editor Tool
Apryse Software Inc.
4.5star





Foxit PDF Editor
Foxit Software Inc.
4.3star





UPDF - AI-Powered PDF Editor
Superace Software Technology Co., Ltd.
3.2star





PDF Extra PDF Editor & Scanner
MobiSystems
4.3star





PDF Editor â€“ Edit Everything!
Desygner Pty Ltd
4.7star





iLovePDF: PDF Editor & Scanner
iLovePDF
4.7star
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